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Background 
•  Petri nets (informally) 

•  Directed graph 
•  2 types of nodes: places 

and transitions 
•  Arcs: place-transition, 

transition-place 
•  Tokens: move on the 

graph, enable/fire 
transitions 

Fired;  
and now disabled 

Enabled;  
can be fired 

•  Reference nets 
•  Tokens can be nets 
•  Dynamic creation of tokens 
•  Synchronous channels 

Parent net 

Child net 



Background - DVega 

• DVega 
•  Is a Scientific WfMS 
•  Separation composition/interactions 
•  Flexible/Dynamic interaction with the env 

• DVega’s workflow language 
•  Based on Reference nets 
•  Nested structure 



Motivation 
•  Scientific Exploration and User-Steering 
•  Flexibility of design + exploration 

capabilities 
•  Need to represent workflow variants 

(different workflow configurations and 
settings) – support complex scientific 
exploratory processes 

•  More dynamic and amenable to steering 
by users 
•  vs. more prescriptive use in business 

computing 
•  Emphasis on Data  
•  Heterogeneous and often distributed with 

different access patterns 



Exceptions/Faults 
•  Faults happen! 
•  Exception handling at workflow level 
•  Adaptive workflow re-writing 

• Definition: 
•  “An exception can be seen as an unusual 

event, erroneous or not, that is detectable 
either by hardware or software and that 
may require special processing” 

•  Scientists have alternative (sub-)wfs 
•  Myexperiment.org - Taverna 
•  Sometimes hierarchical workflows 



Related Work 

• Other proposals: van der Aalst 
•  A service-oriented infrastructure 
•  Knowledge of the infrastructure required 

• Other proposals: Hoheisel 
•  A PN-based wf language 
•  Flexibility achieved by interpreter 
•  No clear separation btw normal/exceptional 

flows 



Exception Handling 
• We assume 
•  Exception detection and signalling

•  (fi | {f }) → ei → (ai | {a}) 

• Requirements 
•  Separation btw normal / excep. flows 
•  Propagatable exceptions 
•  Alternative flows selected according to ctxt 
•  Support in the wf language 



Exception Handling 

• Nodes 
•  Can terminate normally/abnormally 
•  Exception Handler per node 

•  Propagation action 
•  Propagate the exception up in the 

hierarchy 
• Replacement action 
•  Dynamically replace the child node by an 

alternative 





Exception Handling Patterns 

•  Exception Propagation Pattern 



Exception Handling Patterns 

•  Exception Treatment Pattern 



Modelling Example 



Scalability Analysis 



Scalability Analysis 



Conclusions 

•  Petri net based abstractions for 
adaptive workflow exception handling 
•  Exception handlers can: 
•  Propagate the exception 
•  Replace the signaller 

•  Improve component re-usability 
• Designed in terms of patterns 
• Users can better control the behaviour 
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